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DIVINE ATTRACTION 
An intense exploration 

Love, sxx, passion, connection, the absolute magic comes rushing in when we experience intense 

attraction. Without it we wouldn’t fall in love, we wouldn’t feel happy, alive or turned on. 

Sxxual polarity, the force of passion that arches between the power and care pole, awakens Divine 

Attraction. It brings a feeling of aliveness, joy and bliss.  

In a lot of relationships the force of attraction often disappears over time, lovers who were once so 

shiny, become distanced and unsatisfied.  

But not only lovers loose the spark. Also in daily life we long to experience Divine Attraction. 

Without it, life feels grey and empty, we feel dull and unsatisfied. 

In DIVINE ATTRACTION we will explore the potential, the poison and the gold of intimate 

relating. Men, women, lovers, strangers will ignite the power of pleasure and connection. 

We will do specific practices to activate polarity and attraction, release emotional blockages, 

transform stuck energy and reframe relationship patterns.  

You will get in touch with your manipulations and avoidance strategies,  discover new ways to 

open your partner and learn how to fight and how to fck. You discover amazing tools to built up 

attraction which you can direct to any area in your life. Many people are completely unaware that 

the imprints of their childhood still create the reality in their intimate relationships. So if you want 

to boost your (future) relationship with pleasure, freedom and gold, there is no better place to 

start. 

We will create a safe space for lovers, strangers, couples and partners to dive deep and explore 

the depts of Divine Attraction.  

In the training there are options for nud:ty, intimate, sensual and sxxual explorations. At the same 

time this workshop is peak and sleaze free, which means peak org*sms are not something we 

practice or chase and you will keep your awareness to yourself and the process with your partner. 
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Topics we will explore 

Mind-fucks & Illusions 

Reversed Polarity 

Neediness and Addictions  

Blaming & the lose of sxxual attraction  

Karma Marmas 

Pleasure Boost  

Sxx without intimacy  

Intimacy without sxx 

The Mirror  

Relationship Boredom 

Polarity Awakening Practices  

Garden of Attraction  

Opening your partner  

Strategies and Manipulations  

Co-dependency & Avoidance  

Freedom & Connection  

How to fight & How to fck  

Grow based relating  

Nerve systeem re-booth 
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Signature: Couple practices with and without touch, conscious embodiment, intimacy, 

sensuality & sxxuality, (optional) nudity, no physical interaction with the group, corona 

proof set up.  

Learning & Exploring: How reversed polarity diminishes attraction, the mirror and tone, 

transform contraction into expansion, the alchemy of the mirror, synergy and abundance,  

grow based relating. 

 
For whom: We work in an open environment where all and everybody is welcome. We 

work beyond the field of heteronormativity which makes DIVINE ATTRACTION suitable 

for all orientations and preferences.  

A daily practice to awaken polarity, the Divine Attraction Manual and an aftercare meeting 

are included in the weekend.  

Dates  
4 - 6 DEC  

Time schedule 
Friday 
15.00-17.00 
17.00-18.00 break 
18.00-20.00 

Saturday/Sunday 
10.00-13.00  
13.00-14.00 break 
14.00-17.00  
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Tickets 

Single ticket 450,- 

Couples ticket  850,- 

XL ticket for couple 1000,- 

* XL couple tickets includes 90MIN online session with Kaya Jiwan  

Book your tickets here:  CHIPTA 

About Kaya 
Kaya Jiwan is specialised in deep personal transformation work. She is an international 

mentor for love~sxx~life and one of the leading voices in the field of transformation. 

      

Although she is trained by the best teachers in the world, the success of Kaya is the 

Layered Body System. A methodology based on neuro-science, sxxuological bodywork, 

reversed polarity, body de-armoring, kundalini awakening, 

nerve system feedback response and psycho-emotional release therapy.    

Extensive science-based knowledge of the body and the brain, together with spiritual and 

sxxual wisdom makes Kaya truly one of a kind. Kaya, not your average coach, therapist, 

bodyworker, teacher or Guru.  

She is extremely down to earth, non-judgemental and sharp. She is not afraid to 

call you on our bullshit and brings all the avoiding mechanisms to the surface.  
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Corona proof set up  
We will work in a big space with a limited nr of couples. You will work on your own matras, 

which will be covered by your own sheets. There will be no exchange of touch or any 

physical exchange with others than the partner of your choice. 

If you have symptoms and you can’t participate in the training. Your ticket will be 

transferred to the weekend under the conditions of the cancelation policy. 

Corona refund policy  
* When you have Corona or Corona related symptoms, your ticket will also be transferred 

to another weekend. 

* When you can not make it because of Corona regulations from your government (like 

mandatory quarantaine after travelling) your ticket will be transferred to another 

weekend. 

* In both cases we like to be informed max 48 before the training starts. 

* In case of unexpected changes which are Corona related less than 48hr before the 

training starts we charge 50,-. The rest of your tickets will be transferred to the next 

training (and no addictional costs will be charged for the next training) 

* * When the venue cancels because of Corona, the local government forbids small 

indoor events or when Kaya and her team can’t give the training. You will get a full 

refund minus 50,- Euro administration costs. 

Regular cancelation policy 

* After booking your ticket the following applies: When you have to cancel your booking 

you will get a 75% refund one month prior to the start of the training. 50% refund two 

weeks prior to the training, no refund when it is 7 days or less to the start of the training. 

For questions please send us a mail. 
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